PREFACE
some justification seems  needed for the publication of this Catalogue so soon after the appearance of Mr. R B. Whitehead's Catalogue of the Coins of them Mughal Emperors in the Punjab Museum (1914) and Mr. H. Nelson Wright's Catalogue of the Mughal Coins in the Indian Museum (1908).
As it was represented to me that, with these two works available, and with little fresh matter to record, there could be little general demand for this Catalogue, I consulted the leading numismatists in India with regard to their views in the matter. They cordially responded to my application, and their opinions may be generally stated as follows: that the Catalogue should be published as soon as possible, for the value of such a work lay in its being a Catalogue, and not in the amount of fresh original matter it contained ; and that among specialists there would be a certain and continuous demand for it. At the same time they gave some valuable suggestions as to the form the Catalogue should take, most of which have been adopted. For example, it was obviously unnecessary to increase the bulk of the volumes by reprinting the Mint notes which appear both in Mr. Nelson Wright's and Mr. Whitehead's Catalogues. I have, therefore, merely given a list of mints, indicating the coins of the several emperors to be found in this collection, and in short notes marked as exactly as possible the periods during which the various honorific titles were used. Fresh matter* of numismatic or historical interest has been incorporated in foot-notes.
Volume I has been devoted to introductory matter and plates, and contains a list of all known Mughal couplets with reference to this arid other collections. It also contains a list of words and phrases used on the coins, with their meanings, and also a list of denominational epithets and terms

